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Thursday, December 12 of 2013

APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, IN CURITIBA, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARIES FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS AND SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

The Apparition of the Virgin Mary was silent, and on ending, the visionaries told a story about what
happened and what Our Lady transmitted.

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Today, the Apparition was very special because during the Presence of our Divine Mother, She was
showing us many of Her Aspects, many of Her manifestations in the world. It was as if She
multiplied Herself on both sides with various different images of Herself: as Our Lady of
Guadalupe, as the Queen of Peace, as the Immaculate Conception. She said that with each of these
Aspects, She was working on something in the world. She invited each one of us to look for Her
Aspect which we needed to take that step. She invited us to study Her manifestations in the world,
because one of Her Aspects will help each of us.

She told us that as Our Lady of Guadalupe, She worked on the unity between peoples, carrying into
Her Heart the lack of love that exists between human beings. She said that many times She
appeared as the Queen of Peace because it is what the world most needs in this time. And when She
comes like that, She carries into Her Heart all the rage from human hearts. And She told us that
when She comes as the Immaculate Conception, it brings humankind a new human being, and each
heart conceives that perfect human being who was thought of by God. And in this way, She said, in
each of Her Aspects, we can discover something She works with in each of us.

Afterwards, She told us that in these times, each of us must find the Passion of Christ in our life,
because She told us that the Passion of Her Son was re-experienced day after day in each of us. But
She said that it was not enough that we accept the difficulties of life, that we bear with the sufferings
we experience; but rather that, like Her Son, we seek to love, we seek the love in each of those
difficulties, and that we be able to experience that learning about love in any circumstance.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

As Sister Lucía said so well, our Mother came as the Queen of Peace, showing Her Aspect
of serenity.

Today, our Mother told us that the path of serenity would carry us into peace, especially in these
moments of changes.

She also said something important for this city in the Message She transmitted today to Friar Elías,
which we read at the beginning. She was referring to the fact that in this city it's important that we
work on serenity and humility, because Our Lady found a great lack of humility.

So, She invited us, on this night, in a serene way, that all the brothers and sisters of Curitiba
meditate on this request of our Mother, that you look for the path of serenity and humility in your
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prayers; and our Mother showed us that we could find that path when we perceive our actions, even
in the smallest details. If we place our attention on that point, our Mother said, we will perceive
how our humility is.

Our Mother also wants this city, as She asked of São Jose do Rio Preto, to be a manger of humility
which is able to reflect the Sacred Family. For this, She invited us to pray as a family, which would
be very important here, because it would also awaken the path of humility and of serenity.

At the end of the Apparition, our Mother announced that on a certain date of this year, the
Annual Celebration of the Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity would take place. And She
clarified that it did not mean the anniversary of the Apparitions, but rather, would be a day
dedicated to prayer, a meeting of prayer that She would institute beginning this year; and where
She was also asking us to work with all those Messages and information She transmitted throughout
the times, so we could prepare for the year 2014.

She wants to institute this celebration on December 31. She said She would make a special
appearance at the Marian Center of Aurora, because it's the place where She originally appeared
in Uruguay.

Our Lady also said we would have the Grace that this year end passage could be blessed by Her
Motherhood. She told us that the end of the year is a date on which many souls move toward
damnation because of being distracted by other things.

She received the permission of the Father to bless us and give us an important impulse on that date,
preparing us for the year 2014, in which She announced we would experience many changes.

 

Mother María Shimani de Montserrat:

She told us that She wanted to transmit to the inhabitants of this city that they had to learn to feel
Her with their heart, beyond knowing Her and knowing Who She is; that She aspires that it not be
an intellectual connection with Her, that it not be in our minds where we experienced Our Lady;
that She needs an inner spiritual connection, of the heart, with each of you, and that this occurs
through the process of simplicity.

 These are the assignments of Our Lady.

For sure, tomorrow, She will speak some Words for everybody, which the visionaries will repeat,
phrase by phrase, as She speaks them; and this is a very important moment, because She receives
special permission from the Creator to transmit these Words.

So tomorrow, we are going to come with well opened hearts to receive the instructions of Our Lady,
with great gratitude; because in this very important time of definition for everybody, it is very
valuable to receive the exact Words we need from the Divine Hierarchy, even though they
sometimes make us a little uncomfortable.

What is important is for one to know what needs to be resolved, because what is worst for us is to
experience this time in ignorance, without knowing what we are not doing well.
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So we have to give thanks with our hearts for this opportunity we are receiving, and if we see it with
serenity, with simplicity and humility, we'll be able to make many changes. And as Our Lady said:
to see our actions and observe the details of those actions, for in this way, we're going to learn a
lot about ourselves, and we will know exactly what it is we must change.

So, we expect you all tomorrow. Invite somebody you feel has need of the Words of Our Lady and
do not forget to open well the door of your heart.

And we will say goodbye with a song, as we always do, and we will offer you a song She requested
called "Do Not Be Afraid."


